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INTRODUCTION

Scope
Key findings
Where is the next generation of sports fans?
Cross-platform fluency key to engaging sports fans

TIKTOK TAKEOVER: LEVERAGING THE PLATFORM TO DRIVE GROWTH

TikTok: a platform designed for viral communications attracts sports
2020 catapults TikTok into a global platform
Challenges remain as TikTok faces bans and growing competition
TikTok’ success fuels investment in short-form video entertainment
A potential new player in the world of live sports: Triller
Live-streaming, s-commerce and other TikTok value propositions
TikTok is making moves in the world of esports
TikTok : Filling the void of sports during the lockdown
A growing number of sports teams join TikTok throughout 2020
NFL’s activity on TikTok is rewarded with highest follower growth
Growing following of top sports leagues on TikTok challenges YouTube
TikTok provides a higher likelihood of the right content going viral
From following to engaging: a real challenge for sports brands

TIKTOK TAKEOVER: LEVERAGING THE PLATFORM TO DRIVE GROWTH

Partnerships with TikTok lead to increased fan engagement
Popular commercial partners are turning to TikTok to reach Gen Z
Content strategy for TikTok: attract, engage, enable

YOUTUBE AND TWITCH: LESSONS LEARNED FROM ESPORTS

The esports and videogaming audience piques industry interest
Fan engagement 2.0: second screen, videogaming and live-streaming
Digital attention is more spread across platforms among esports fans
Esports fans’ behaviours command different engagement strategy
Video-sharing platforms are essential to esports fans
Live-streaming grows beyond traditional geographies and age segments
YouTube ensured exposure during COVID-19 sports lockdowns
Top teams score high on YouTube but look out for booming rivals
Twitch followers’ growth directly relates to competitive performance
Beyond esports on Twitch, there’s a world of videogaming influencers

YOUTUBE AND TWITCH: LESSONS LEARNED FROM ESPORTS

Tottenham Hotspur: leveraging Twitch beyond esports
Young users are ushering a shift towards mobile gaming
Leveraging esports and streaming platforms

CONCLUSION

Key takeaways

About Euromonitor International

Euromonitor International is an independent market intelligence provider. Data, insight and analysis stem from in-the-field research
spanning 210 national markets.

Content ranges from the in-depth and country-specific, to key strategic themes with a global range and significance. Products cover
a comprehensive range of insights and market data, but can be broadly categorised as:
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Strategy Briefings: Global or regional in scope, and focussing on the most important themes shaping consumer demand, the
key markets, competitive environment and future outlook across a range of industries.
Company Profiles: Analysis dedicated to the world’s most significant companies, with detailed insight into their activities, focus
of operations, their competitors, their geographic presence and performance.
Country Reports: For an in-depth understanding of specific countries, whether by industry, economic metrics or consumer
trends and lifestyles. These reports cover current trends, consumer demand, market potential and future prospects, with
country-specific local insight and comprehensive data, unavailable elsewhere.

For more information on this report, further enquiries can be directed via this link www.euromonitor.com/tiktok-and-twitch-engaging-the-next-generation-
of-sports-fans-online/report.


